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WORKING DEFINITION OF ANTISEMITISM

The purpose of this document is to provide a practical guide for identifying incidents, collecting data, and supporting the implementation and enforcement of legislation dealing with antisemitism.

Working definition: "Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews, which may be expressed as hatred toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations of antisemitism are directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their property, toward Jewish community institutions and religious facilities."

In addition, such manifestations could also target the state of Israel, conceived as a Jewish collectivity. Antisemitism frequently charges Jews with conspiring to harm humanity, and it is often used to blame Jews for "why things go wrong." It is expressed in speech, writing, visual forms and action, and employs sinister stereotypes and negative character traits.

Contemporary examples of antisemitism in public life, the media, schools, the workplace, and in the religious sphere could, taking into account the overall context, include, but are not limited to:

Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion.

Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.

Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.

Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish people at the hands of National Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices during World War II (the Holocaust).

Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust.

Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations.

Examples of the ways in which antisemitism manifests itself with regard to the State of Israel taking into account the overall context could include:

Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor.

Applying double standards by requiring of it a behavior not expected or demanded of any other democratic nation.

Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.
Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.

Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.

However, criticism of Israel similar to that leveled against any other country cannot be regarded as antisemitic.

**Antisemitic acts are criminal** when they are so defined by law (for example, denial of the Holocaust or distribution of antisemitic materials in some countries).

**Criminal acts are antisemitic** when the targets of attacks, whether they are people or property – such as buildings, schools, places of worship and cemeteries – are selected because they are, or are perceived to be, Jewish or linked to Jews.

**Antisemitic discrimination** is the denial to Jews of opportunities or services available to others and is illegal in many countries.
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The American Revolutionary War against England occurred December 7, 1376

This is certainly a surprise.
The alert reader would state The United States was not discovered until Columbus made his journey in search of a sea route to India in 1492. How can all these prestigious papers deny history and make such an outrageous declaration that the Revolution occurred in 1376 rather than 1776?

If that is the case when was the War against Mexico? When was the Alamo? When did the USA acquire Texas? When was the Civil war? When was the War against Spain? When did Teddy Roosevelt lead his troops in Cuba against the Spanish? When did the USA acquire the Philippines as a dominion and Hawaii? When were the First and Second World Wars?

The above have all the world newspapers repeating the same lie and distortion of history. The moral of the story is that because everyone repeats the identical story does not mean that it
is true. All that it means is that there exists a conspiracy to falsify history.

The analogy to the above distortion occurred when all the nations of the world refused to permit Jews to escape and find temporary refuge from the extermination of the Nazis in 1940-1945. All the nations of the world closed their borders and would not permit Jews to escape extermination. They all conspired. They all repeated similar excuses that spelled the death of six million Jews and one million Jewish children.

Today October 2013 all the nations of the world conspire and repeat the same lie that historical Israel - Judea Samaria Golan Gaza and the old City of Jerusalem are occupied territories. All the nations of the world want to erase 4000 years of Jewish history.

All that their declaration that historical
Israel is occupied territory by Jews means that these nations exhibit brazenly their hatred of the Jew and want to complete the extermination of the 6 million Jews in Israel. They want to complete the job of Hitler.

The genesis of the holocaust began 1700 years ago when the Church created the blood libel that Jews were responsible for the crucifixion of Jesus. As a result of this blood libel millions of Jews have been robbed and killed. Hitler explicitly stated to a delegation of Church leaders that he was fulfilling Church teachings of KILLING Jews because Jews killed Jesus in 70 AD at the 2^{nd} Temple.

In this book we will demonstrate that the 2^{nd} Temple was already destroyed 96 years before the birth of Jesus. The revolt of Bar Kochvo was crushed by the Romans 36 years before the birth of Jesus. Jews were banned from appearing at
Jerusalem. Therefore at the time of the crucifixion there existed no Temple and there were no Jews. So the brazen blood libel of Jewish involvement in the crucifixion goes up in smoke.
Chapter 2

Getting back to the Bible

Rebecca the mother of Essau and Jacob wanted Jacob to get the blessing from her blind husband
Isaac that her son Jacob not Essau should get the blessings of being the chosen people. Both Rebecca and Jacob succeeded in having Isaac bless Jacob instead of Essau.

Essau was very angry and wanted to kill Jacob. Rebecca and Isaac advised Jacob to escape -run away- to Mesapotamia- until Essau’s anger would disappear- where Rebecca’s brother Lavan lived.

Jacob followed this advice and married all four daughters of Lavan. At that time of history it was customary and permitted to marry more than one wife and sisters.

Years later Jacob returned. Again I promised Jacob that I God would give him the land of Israel and to his offspring to eternity.

Jacob had 12 sons and one daughter.

I God planted ideas in the minds of the sons of
Jacob to be jealous of Joseph. They were afraid that Joseph would be the favorite son just like Isaac was the favorite son of Abraham. Abraham had two sons Ismael the son of Hagar. Isaac became the favorite son and only he and his offspring his linage would get the land of Israel.

Isaac the son of Sara had two sons both from Rebecca. However Jacob was the favorite son and only his offspring his lineage would get the land of Israel.

So too, the brothers of Joseph were afraid that since Jacob bestowed gifts and special treatment upon Joseph that Joseph would become the only son who would eventually receive the land of Israel. So the 10 sons of Jacob plotted to kill Joseph. Instead of killing him they sold him to a merchant traveling in a caravan on his way to Egypt. Joseph was then sold a slave. Joseph eventually was brought to Pharoeh to interpret Pharoeh’s dream. Joseph interpreted the dream that the would be 7 years of great economic
abundance followed by 7 years of drought and great depression. Joseph advised Pharaoh to select a wise administrator to prepare for the great depression and years of hunger.

Pharaoh was very impressed at the wisdom displayed by Joseph. He appointed Joseph as viceroy of Egypt.

Joseph stored all the surplus food in preparation for the 7 years of hunger and depression.

When the 7 years of depression arrived, all the people of the neighboring countries came to Egypt to buy food. Among the people who came were the brothers of Joseph who did not recognize Joseph although he did recognize them. Joseph finally revealed himself to his brothers and begged them to bring all of Jacob’s family to Egypt to stay for the duration of the years of depression and hunger. Jacob and all his family came.
After the death of Jacob Joseph and all his brothers a new king a new Pharaoh arose in Egypt and enslaved the Jewish people the offspring of Jacob. They remained in Egypt for 210 years.

I God performed a multitude of miracles -using the agency of Moses and Aaron- 10 category of miracles until the new Pharaoh agreed to free the Jews. The exodus took place exactly 400 years following the birth of Isaac in the year of creation 2448.

Following their departure from Egypt Pharaoh was not yet convinced and gave chase to the Jews. I God performed an other miracle and the Red sea split. All the Egyptians drowned while the Jews reached safety at the other side of the Red sea.

Soon after I God gave the ten Commandments to Moses to give to the Jews and the rest of mankind at Mt. Sinai in the year 2448 of creation 3392 years ago. Today’s date is 5774.
I God gave to Moses and all the Jews both the written Torah later written in the five books of Moses and the Oral Torah later written in the Talmud and summarized in the four parts of the Shulchan Aruch Codes of Jewish law. I God gave the Torah at Mt. Sinai in the year of creation 2448-3292 years ago. Today’s date is 5774 years after creation.

The Jews remained in the desert for 40 years I God made a miracle for 40 years that all millions of Jews were fed a miraculous food called in Hebrew “man” that tasted whatever a person wanted to eat. I God also provided them with water that came from a rock that miraculously traveled along with the Jews in the desert.

I also made a miracle that the Jews were shaded by clouds during the day that shielded them from the heat and sun during the day and a fiery cloud
that warmed them during the freezing cold at night.

After 40 years after the death of all the men over 20 years who departed Egypt and the deaths of Moses Aaron and Miriam the Jews under the leadership of Joshua entered The land of Israel. That was the year 2488 after creation. The Jews fought for 7 years until they vanquished all the inhabitants. And 7 years they divided the territory they won among the tribes.

The Jews gave the inhabitants the choice to remain providing they agree to obey the moral ethical humane laws.

They are called the Seven Nohadite laws. Not to worship idols -Avodah Zora when one creates molds from wood metal an image of an animal insect reptile or human and believes that
this image possesses magical or mystical powers. One worships this image performs rituals in order to please this image. In that manner he/she believes that the image possesses power to avoid harming him or to bestow a blessing on him/her. However, the deeper meaning of paganism exists when one believes that he/she can control future events and ensure their happening because they have the power to force others to comply. WHEN ONE IS POWERFUL HE CAN FORCE OTHERS TO DO HIS WILL ON THE PAIN OF BEING KILLED, IF THEY DISOBEY. ONE THEN COVERS THEIR TRACKS BY SAYING THAT SUCH IS THE WILL OF GOD. ONE SHIFTS THEIR MACHINATIONS AND ENLISTS GOD TO THEIR AGENDA. Thus the Crusaders when they killed Jews stated that it was God’s will. This was classical paganism.

The opposite of Paganism of the above is to believe in God -that all laws come from God; not to steal another’s property; not to steal another’s spouse; not to kill; not to be cruel to animals; to
establish courts of law to administer these laws and punish offenders.

One who violates these laws and rationalizes that he or his nation have the right to violate these laws because they are more powerful than their neighbor are guilty of being a pagan.

Paganism is not the belief that God’s Attributes are distinct personalities of the Godhead. Such a belief system is prohibited for Jews; but permitted for non Jews.
It is the belief of Jews that at Mount Sinai God explicitly spelled out that Monotheism means a pure Monotheism without any room for a Son a father and a holy Ghost.

Paganism means when man/woman establish themselves as the arbiters of deciding what is right and what is wrong at the expense of the true facts. When nations set them selves up as the creators and arbiters of new laws in order to de legitimate the right of Israel to keep Judea Shomron Golan Gaza and historical Jerusalem “because conquest
of land even in a defensive war can not be accepted and recognized.” This is paganism.

When one sets himself up that sanctions stealing that is paganism. When one lies about the facts and presents fraudulent narratives as the Europeans have done for the last 2000 years that is paganism. When the Europeans and Arabs present their false narratives about Palestine that is paganism.

The non Jews at the time of Joshua were not forced to accept all the rituals of Judaism kosher laws Sabbath and holiday laws of family purity.
Those who agreed remained. All others were given the option of leaving to another country.

The Jews waited 480 years before building the holy temple in the reign of King Solomon the year of creation 2968.

This calculation is obtained from the following. All numbers are from the year of creation.

Isaac born 2048
years till they remained in Egypt and were
liberated

Rashi Exodus 12:40 400 years passed from the birth of Isaac to the Exodus.

Year liberated Exodus 2448

Year of the Exodus 2448

Years waited to build Temple

480 Rashi Daniel 12:11

Bible Kings I 6:1 see Rashi. This includes the 40 years Jews were in the desert.

2928

1\textsuperscript{st} Temple
remained 410 years

Destroyed 3338

Babylonian exile 70

rebuilt 3408

2nd Temple remained 420[A]

Talmud Babylonian Yoma 9a Arachin 12b Avodah Zara 9b Jerusalem Talmud Megillas, based on Seder Olom XI, see also Midrash Lev. R. 21:19 Tosefta Karbanoth X111

Destroyed 3828
Secular dates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2\textsuperscript{nd} Temple built</td>
<td>516 BCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remained</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destroyed</td>
<td>96 BCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Jews split into two kingdoms. The Northern kingdom comprised of the 10 tribes and the southern kingdom of the two tribes Judah and Benjamin.

Because of their sins the Northern kingdom was defeated and the all the Jews -the 10 tribes were exiled by Taglis Plasar Shalmenasar and Sarneherev the kings of Asseria-Ashur in the year of creation 3187-3210. This corresponds to 737-714 BCE.

This calculation is based on following figures:
2nd Temple started . 520 BCE
time to build years 4

------------------------ 2nd Temple completed

516 BCE
interval of time before destruction of 1st Temple
and building of 2nd Temple
years 70

--------------------------

1st Temple destroyed 586 BCE

--------------------------------------------

Ten Tribes the Northern Kingdom exiled by Assyria
years before 1st Temple destroyed 128

Ten Tribes Northern Kingdom exiled 714 BCE

---------------------------

133 years later in the year of creation 3338 the two remaining tribes Judah and Benjamin were defeated the Holy Temple was burned and the Jews were exile to Babylon. by Nebuchadnezer
king of Babylon. See Seder Olom calculations.

110 Tribes exiled 717 years after Jews entered Israel led by Joshua in year 2488+717=3205 after Creation Exiled

The 1st Temple destroyed 128 years later = 3205+133=3338. 3338 corresponds to hebrew letters Sh la ch sh= 300 l= 30 ch=8
300+ 30+8= 338 the in the 3000 millenarian from creation.

70 years later the 2nd Temple was built.
3338+70=3408
The 2 Temple lasted 420 years

3408+420=3828 2nd Temple destroyed. Corresponds to 96 BCE.
Now a more detailed Chronology.

The Jews remained in exile until the Median and Persian King Cyrus granted them permission to return to Israel rebuild the Temple.

42,500 Jews returned and started to build the 2\textsuperscript{nd} Temple.

One year following the granting of permission to build the Temple the permission was revoked because of the complaints of the Samaritans who inhabited Eretz Israel when the Jews were exiled. Cyrus revoked his permission to build the Temple.

The ban existed during the reign of Achasvarush the successor to Cyrus. Not until the rein of Darius the successor to Achasvarus was permission again given and the Temple was completed exactly 70
years following the destruction of the first Temple. This was 3448 years after creation.

Thus in the year of creation 3868 the 2nd Temple was destroyed. It was built in the year 3408 + 420 years it lasted = 3828 year from creation. This corresponds to the secular year of 96 years BCE - Before the Common Era. The 2nd Temple built in the year 516 BCE. + 420 years that it lasted = 96BCE. [-516+420= 96BCE.]

The 2nd Temple lasted for 420 years. The first temple lasted for 410 years.

The reason is because the 2nd Temple was completed in the year of creation 3408. This corresponds to the year 516 BCE. Add 420 years and one gets 96 BCE

The calculation of the existence of the first
temple 410 years and the existence of the second Temple 420 years is recorded in the book Bible Daniel chapter 9: 24-27. It also is recorded by the Talmud, as well as, the Tosephta.

It is recorded in the historical work of Sefer Seder Olom by the Tana Rav Yosi ben Halafta who lived in the first century of the Common era. He lived very close to the events and certainly knew the dates better than any non Jewish historian. It is further recorded in all the books of ancient Jewish scholars following the writing of the Talmud- the Gaonim-especialy Rav Sadia Goan Emunah Vedoat chapter 9.

It is further recorded in the Rishonim and Achronom up today.
This calculation is in conflict with the calculation of non Jewish historians who claim the 2nd Temple was destroyed in the year 70 ACE. There exists a difference of 166 years between the Jewish and non Jewish calculations.

According to the Jewish calculation if the Temple was destroyed in 96 BCE the Christian blood libel that the Jews are responsible for the death of the crucifixion of Jesus is exposed as a brazen lie.

There existed no Temple at the time of the alleged crucifixion. There were no Jews permitted to be present at Jerusalem by the Romans. The alleged crucifixion occurred after the second uprising by Bar Kichba in the year 36 BCE. At that time Jews were not permitted to be present at Jerusalem by the Romans. So how could Jesus have come to Jerusalem and overturn the stalls of the money changers?

There existed no Temple. There were no Jews to
demand from Pontus Pilate - the cruel Roman governor of the Romans to crucify Jesus, otherwise they would riot. Pontius Pilate fearing a riot acceded to the alleged demands of the Jewish mob and crucified Jesus.

The whole story of Jewish involvement and Jewish guilt goes up in smoke.

Furthermore of the 42 historians who lived in the year 30-32 the year of the alleged crucifixion not one historian mentions the story of Jesus. The reason is because it never existed. It is a flash of the imagination created by the church fathers in the year 325 ACE in order to have Constantine the
Roman emperor crown the Catholic Church as the dominant faith of the Roman Empire.

Christianity is another brand of the generic concept prevalent of all the Middle Eastern and Eastern Mystery religions. All of them have an immaculate conception, where the half man half god is born. He antagonizes the ruling elite disturbs the status quo. He is tried and is condemned to be crucified. He is dead for three days. He is resurrected and ascends to heaven and joins in a Trinity or a greater number of gods and goddesses in a pantheon of gods.

The Buddhist the Hindus the ancient Egyptians the ancient Romans Greeks Babylonians—all had their own brands of this generic concept. All had the Eucharist the transubstantiation ritual where
the faithful partake of a biscuit and wine. They believe that the biscuit and wine turn to another form of the body and blood of the half man and half god and the one who eats the biscuit and drinks the wine has communion with the half man half god.

The Eucherist is an integral part of the Catholic ritual at all masses. The Eucherist is conducted at baptisms conversions marriages funerals and at prayer services on Sunday Christmas Easter and other holidays. Even the prayers recited are a carbon copy of the prayers recited by the other
Mid Eastern and Eastern Mystery religions.

Thus the Jewish calendar in the count of the years from creation marks the destruction of the 2nd Temple from the year 96 BCE is a direct blow to the authenticity of the Jewish involvement in the alleged crucifixion of Jesus. It glaringly belies the 2000 year lie that caused the death of millions of Jews. This lie is directly responsible for the murder of 6 million Jews and 1 million Jewish children.

This lie is the foundation of the “replacement hoax” of Jews as the chosen people. Since Jews do not accept Christ and were responsible for his crucifixion they no longer are the chosen people. This lie is the foundation for the current “replacement hoax” of the Palestinians replacing the Jews in Israel since Jews were responsible for the alleged crucifixion of Jesus and not accepting Jesus as the Christ and son of God. Therefore, they no longer are the chosen people and God’s promise to Abraham Isaac and Jacob that Jews
would inherit Israel is no longer valid, since they lost the title of the chosen people.

Thus by proving that Jesus was allegedly crucified in 96 BCE rather than 70 ACE the whole anti-Semitic lie and hoax is exposed for what it is - venom hatred murder and lust to rob and kill the Jew.

The same EUROPEAN COUNTRIES HAVE ENGAGED IN MURDER OF EACH OTHER - CHRISTIANS AGAINST CHRISTIANS. THEY ARE RESPONSIBLE IN THE MURDER OF BILLIONS OF CHRISTIANS OVER THE LAST 2000 YEARS.

Jewish history claims that the 2nd Temple was destroyed in 96 BCE rather than 70 ACE does not conflict with all of Persian Greek and Roman history of the period.
The Bible and Talmud and Jewish history mention three Persian Emperors who were relevant to Jews. Cyrus, Achasverus, and Darius. Possibly there existed another emperor prior to Cyrus who was a Median and not a Persian emperor.

The Bible in the books of Ezra, Nechemia, Daniel and later the Talmud do not deny the existence of additional Persian Kings or emperors listed by non Jewish historians.

There exists a laps of 166 years between Jewish sources and non Jewish sources as to the date of the destruction of the 2nd Temple.

That lapse has zero to do with what historically happened. Historians list the following Persian emperors or Kings or Governors of the Persian empire that consisted of 127 countries at the time.
of Ahhasverus the successor to Cyrus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>King</th>
<th>Reigns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyrus</td>
<td>539-530 BCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babylonia</td>
<td>538 BCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambyses</td>
<td>530-523 BCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darius I</td>
<td>522-486 BCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xerxes I</td>
<td>486-465 BCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artaxerxes I</td>
<td>465-425 BCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xerxes II</td>
<td>425 BCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darius II</td>
<td>424-404 BCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aartaxerxes II</td>
<td>404-439 BCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Artaxerxes III  358-338 BCE

Darius III  336-331 BCE

According to the Talmud and Jewish historical sources Persia was considered a world power for 52 years. After that even though Persia ruled Israel for a number or many years and exerted influence, it however was displaced by Greece as the dominant world power. The Talmud starts the count 52 years after Cyrus conquers Babylon.

Using above figures
Cirus conquered
Babylon  538BCE

Persian rule or influence ended  484BCE
Nechemia appointed Governor of Israel years later

Nechemia appointed
Governor 446BCE

Even though we mentioned that according to the Talmud Persia lost its place as the dominating world power, nevertheless, it still ruled Israel and Xerxes I appointed Nechemia governor.

Some or many of the names mentioned for the Persian Emperors Kings or Governors mentioned earlier were the very same individual using different names. Or if they were different individuals they could have existed in the period of 52 years and also during the period that the Talmud considers Greece as the dominant power.
in the world. They may have ruled Israel or not. That is insignificant for our calculations and purposes.

Alexander the Great conquered Persia occurred during the period of 180 years that the Talmud recognizes Greece as the dominant world power.

Upon his death the Greek empire split into 4 parts. Four different generals declared themselves emperors of 4 different parts. The Northern kingdom was in continuous conflict and war with the Southern. Each invaded Eretz Israel in order to defeat each other. Eretz Israel was in between the countries today of Syria Iraq Iran that comprised the Northern kingdom and Egypt that comprised the Southern kingdom. All these wars occurred
during the 180 years that Greece was the dominant power. They could have lasted even when the Jews regained their independence by the Maccabbes. This was the 103 years of the Maccabbes. The Maccabbee period was followed by 103 years of the Herodian kings. The last King was Aggripa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>386</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maccabees</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herod</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During the years of the Greek period</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
386 years represents the time span Greeks had available before the destruction of the Temple - according to Jewish sources - to fight each other. This time span also includes the time period Rome was in Eretz Israel until revolt against Rome and destruction of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} Temple.

----------
However the Talmud deems Greece as the dominant world power after 52 years. Persian dominant world power 3390 -3442=52 years

Then the Greeks were the dominant world power for 180 years from 484 -304 BCE corresponding to - 3442--3622= -from Creation. =180 years

Then the Maccabees overthrew the yoke of the Greeks and Jewish sovereignty lasted for 103 years. 3622–3725 from creation =103 years.

Then the house of Hordes ruled Israel for 103 years Agripa the last Jewish king a grandson from the house of Hordes. 96 BCE corresponding
to 3725-3828 from Creation = 103 years.

The miracle of Chanuka occurred in the year from creation 3662 or 302 BCE.

Thus all the events in non Jewish history of the Persian empire the Greek Empire and the Roman Empire could have existed and do not interfere with our Jewish calculations. The dates assigned by the non Jewish historians must be adjusted to
accommodate the Jewish figures that the 2nd Temple lasted no more than 420 years after it was built in 516BCE that is commonly accepted by all non Jewish historians.

ALEXANDER THE GREAT APPEARED IN ISRAEL IN THE YEAR FROM CREATION 3448 THAT CORRESPONDS TO THE COMMON YEAR ERA OF 476BCE

THE YEAR ASSIGNED TO HIM BY MOST HISTORIANS 300 BCE IS ERROR.

PROOF
Jews were the first historians that commemorated his conquest of Judea and Jerusalem by having the year of his reign become the standard year of counting in all Jewish legal documents—marriage civil and criminal.

Many of these documents also included the year from creation.

Thus we have a comparison from documents for a period of 166 years of the year from creation and the year of the beginning of the reign of Alexander the Great.

The year 3448 is exactly 1000 years after the giving of the Torah at Mount Sinai in the year 2448.


THE ERA OF THE 120 JEWISH SCHOLARS OF THE GREAT ASSEMBLY ENDED BY THE YEAR 3448. THE ONLY SURVIVING MEMBER WAS SHIMON HATZADIK THE HIGH PRIEST. IT WAS SHIMON HATZADIK WHO NEGOTIATED THE AGREEMENT WITH
ALEXANDER AGREED NOT TO DEVASTATE JERUSALEM. HE AGREED TO FOREGO HAVING A STATUTE OF HIMSELF INSTALLED IN THE TEMPLE. IN JERUSALEM.

See Jerusalem Talmud Shekolim;
Megillas Taanis Chapter 9 Talmud Bavali Yom 49a; Medrash Rabah Parshas Shmini; Writings Josephus perek 2. However Josephus calls Shimon Hatzadik- Channaia and at other times Ado. see Seder Hadorot volume 1 page 218 by Rabbi Halperin Edition printed by Ohr Chayim Bnei Brak Israel 5763
BECOME THE OFFICIAL RELIGION OF ROME.

NOT UNTIL THE SYNODS OF THE YEAR 500 ACE APPROXIMATELY WAS THE NEW TESTAMENT CANONIZED AND ACCEPTED BY THE BISHOPS AND THE POPES.

THE AUTHORS TOGETHER WITH THEIR MANUSCRIPTS OF ALL DISSENTING VERSIONS WERE BURNED AT THE STAKE. ONCE THEY CAME TO POWER TOLERANCE WAS ONE TRAIT NOT PRACTICED BY THE EARLY CHURCH FATHERS.

In a Monastery in the Sinai desert in 1845 a treasury of ancient documents was discovered. Dating back to the year 400 BCE. More than 3000 documents of the New Testament had
versions in contradiction to the accepted version of the Cannon. There exists thousands of changes each author claiming that his version and changes are Divinely inspired.

That is why it was necessary for a Synod to define in the approximate year 500 ACE what versions was to be accepted as the Cannon of the New Testament.

By the year 550 the Roman empire was overrun by Barbarians. It took another 500 years for the Catholic Church to regain its confidence and become a dominant force.

The Roman Catholic Church experienced the Schism that the Eastern Orthodox split and renounced the leadership of the Pope. The Eastern orthodox were in Constantinople under the protection of the Eastern part of the Roman
Empire that split from the Western part from Rome in the late 300ACE.

The Roman Catholic Church suffered internal schisms. It also suffered from the divisions of the Roman empire between the West and Eastern Empires who were hostile and at war with each other in many years. They also suffered from the devastation of Rome from the Barbarians starting during the last part of 500 ACE. To make matters worse, the Catholic Church was faced with an existential threat from the rise of Islam in 625 and the conquest by the Muslims of North Africa, half of the Iberian Peninsula, and Asia Minor—Syria, Egypt, and Israel.

Thus the Roman Catholic Church did not enjoy worldwide authority to establish a dating system that would be accepted by all people.
Thus their dating that Alexander the Great lived about 300 BCE is pure guess work. All their dating was motivated to create the illusion that Jesus was Crucified in the year 30 or 32 ACE. The situs was near the 2nd Jewish Temple in Jerusalem. Thus the Church invented the blood libel that the Jews present threatened to riot unless Pontus Pilate the Roman cruel governor agreed to have Jesus crucified.

Thus all Jews past as well as in future generations are cursed and considered guilty of the crucifixion. As a result Jews lost the title of the Chosen People. As a result Jews no longer are entitled to have Israel.
This mantra has become the battle cry today in October 2013 by some Protestant Churches who have become the sworn enemies of Jews and the State of Israel. They are the spiritual heirs of 2000 year of Christian hate and murder of billions of non Jews and are directly responsible for the anti Semitism that caused the murder of 6 million Jews and 1 million Jewish children. in the holocaust. They are among the causes for the hatred and anti Semitism that exists in Europe today October 2013.

These Protestant Churches disguise their venom with their concern for Palestinian rights.
What is the reason for their hatred? These Protestant Churches are dying. People have abandoned their theology. They are no match to the rival Catholic centralized institution.

In true classical anti-Semitism they blame the Jew. The Jew always has been the scapegoat. Thus these Protestant Churches in opposition to the Catholic Church still maintain the 2000 year venom of present day Jews being guilty for the crucifixion.

On the other hand the Catholic Church since Vatican II in 1965 has made inroads to eradicated present day Jews from guilt for the Crucifixion 2000 years ago. Jews according to Catholic theology formulated by Vatican II and
supported by Popes Paul John Benedict. And Francis are still the Chosen People and are entitled to Israel.

It must be emphatically pointed out that there exists millions of Protestants especially the Evangelicals who believe that Jews still are the Chosen people. Jews are entitled to Israel. These Protestants support Jews and Israel and provide financial political and moral aid to Israel and to the Jews.

However, the Anti Semitic climate of the last 2000 years has kept the Churches’ dating of the destruction of the second Temple to the year 70 ACE. They have pushed all historical events including the conquest of Alexander the Great to 300 BCE to have all these events complement and agree with the over riding concern of the Church to have the Crucifixion take place in
Jerusalem at 30-32 ACE at the 2\textsuperscript{nd} Temple in order to establish Jewish guilt for the crucifixion.

They disregard and wilfully erase 166 years of Jewish history in order to accommodate the Churches’ dating of the destruction of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} Temple in order to enable the blood libel of Jewish guilt to exist.

One has to realize that Alexander did not record his entry on the world scene to be 300 BCE. Alexander was killed at age 32. His successors likewise did not record 300 BCE. Jesus did not exist till 300 years later or our records 436 years later. Neither did the Romans. Who created the
fiction of 300 BCE?

It is certain researchers in the 15th 16th 17th 18th 19th 20th Centuries who want to keep alive the blood libel against the Jews. Prior to the 15th Century any one daring to give an opinion contrary to Church doctrine would be burned at the stake.

However the enlightenment did not alter anti Semitism and the stereotype of the Jew as the Christ killer. Shakespear never met a Jew in his life. That did not stop him from writing his anti-Semitic plays of Shylock the Jew who wants to extract a pound of flesh from unsuspecting gentiles. Thus the dating of the destruction of the 2nd Jewish Temple remained 70 ACE..Furthermore all the authors who dated the destruction of the 2nd Temple were and are ignorant of the sources cited in this book of the Talmudic writings and the thousands of books of Commentators related to the Talmud.
Therefore we should discount their dating and accept the date of 476BCE for Alexander coming to Israel and 96 BCE for the date of the destruction of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} Temple.

In order to further demonstrate the utter falseness and total disregard for History I will present a detailed chronology of Jewish history beginning with year 1 of Creation and extending to the year of the destruction of the 2nd Temple in the year 3828 from creation corresponding to the year 96BCE.